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noiseLAB Batch Processor 4.0 BETA01 

Released June 6, 2013.  The BETA Expires July 31, 2013.  

The software is compatible with existing noiseLAB Project files (.nlp). 

To run on Windows 7 you must “Run as Administrator” if your noiseLAB Project files are located in the 

Programs (x86) folder of your PC.   

NOTE: As a Beta product, this specifically means that it has not been certified to comply with relevant 

standards, and you must not use if for any formal measurements. 

The following functions are added compared to existing noiseLAB Products. 

 Sound Quality Metrics, including Loudness, Sharpness, Roughness, Fluctuation Strength, and 

several experimental metrics: LeGarth “Swish Metrics” and Pedersen Low Frequency Metrics. 

 Nordic Method for Impulse Annoyance 

  “Train Analysis” has been renamed “Time Slice” 

 Frequency domain Slice:  In Time Slice mode, for any frequency domain measurement, including 

1/N Octave, FFT, Sound Quality Metrics, and Tone Analysis, you can show a single parameter as 

a function of time using the “Freq. Slice” function. For example any cursor value of a spectrum 

may be plotted as a function of time. 

 Graphs have been enhanced with an extensive right click menu for scaling, color background  

 Vibration measurements based on accelerometer inputs are provided with single and double 

integrated and Y axis units and Lin and Log scaling.  

The following are some of the larger known issues: 

 Right click auto-scaling functions are not always consistent. 

 Time Slice analysis for Impulse Detection (Nordic Method) does not always give consistent x axis 

scale ranges. 

 Background noise function of Pedersen Low Frequency Metrics is not implemented.  

 Several Sound Quality metrics may be very performance and memory intensive. 

 There are data dependent memory limitations on Tone Analysis and Impulse Analysis and 

certain Sound Quality functions.  

 Save to Excel and Save Graphs is not fully implemented for all functions.  

We appreciate you testing this product. All reported issues are investigated.   Report issues to 

noiselab@delta.dk 

You can help by sending screen shots, and precise a description of the conditions of the issues. 

Succeeding BETAs with include a new Recording and Editing front end modeled after noiseLAB Express.  
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